
 

Mynute X Boilers 

Diverter Valve maintenance 
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All versions of the Mynute X are fitted with a diverter valve assembly, this consists of a motor 

head (actuator) and cartridge in a single assembly.  

When there is power to the boiler the diverter is normally open to the heating path when there 

is a request for heat.  Regardless of a request for heating if there is a request for Hot water the 

actuator closes the heating path, and opens the Hot water Path.                                                          

(When the boiler is in standby, the diverter is partially open to both paths) 

Before removal, Isolate the boiler Flow and returns by closing the valves below the boiler and 

drain the boiler using a discharge pipe on the drain valve B in fig 1 and place a towel or suitable 

cloth to catch residual water below the diverter assembly.  

The actuator and cartridge assembly can now be removed and inspected by simply removing 

the retaining pin A in Fig 2 and pulling it out (there can be a little resistance friction from the O 

rings when pulling it out) 
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The cartridge includes two fixed O rings (1&2)   

and two washer seals (3&4)  

Seal 3 is the Heating shut off  

Seal 4 is the DHW shut off  

See over for flow schematic. 
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Fig 3 



 

 

System Swarf can occasionally 

become lodged between the 

shut of seals 3 / 4 and their 

seats, the seat for seal three 

remaining in the assembly on 

the boiler.  

Fig 4 

It is always good practice and highly recommended to also remove the drain valve B Fig1 cover plate and 

to clean and check the two insert check valves as part of the process when removing replacing or checking 

the diverter valve.  Sticking o congested, they can present similar operational issues at the boiler.  

Apply silicone grease to all O rings when re assembling  

In system versions of Mynute X the diverter valve provides secondary output via the two additional boiler 

Flow and return connections for use with a supplementary hot water cylinder coil. 
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